
Scratch Map

For Twilight Render the scratch map is simply another name for Bump Map.  If you apply a brushed 
metal template to a color in SketchUp, for it to look “realistic” you will need a bump map that looks 
like the fine scratches in brushed materials.  So applying a Scratch Map, in other words a grey-

scale image texture with the look of scratches (see example image to the left), to the surface, and then applying 
the Brushed Metal Template to that material will result in much more realistic results.  The scratch-looking bump 
map should be correctly scaled using SketchUp's native material editor and texture positioning tools.  If you are 
using the Kerkythea Material editor a scratch map becomes a bit more complex/powerful.  Kerkythea users 
should refer to Kerkythea's Materials forum and documentation for further information.

Share a Twilight Render Scene with another user:

Twilight Render Users on the same network should be able to open any SketchUp model and hit render.  Just follow these simple 
guidelines:

1. Use .ies files and texture files that are available on a network location, not on a local machine.

2. Avoid using Custom or Special material libraries.  It is highly recommended to use Templates when creating materials with 
special properties.  When required to use a library material, try to use only library materials provided with Twilight's installation.

3. If using Special Material Libraries, be sure these libraries are located in a network location or are copied on all machines of all 
users of Twilight.  If the library is located on the network, be sure all user copies of Twilight include that material folder location 
in it's list of Materials Directories.  

When sharing a Twilight Render scene with another Twilight user not on the same network or who may not have access to the .IES or 
texture files used in the scene, be sure to share all files and material libraries referenced, and follow these steps to pack everything 
together to share:

1. Open the Scene you wish to share
2. Open the Render Window
3. Click the XML button and export as XML.  Choose "yes" when it asks to save textures and IES files.
4. Copy the .skp file into the folder with the textures, IES, and XML format file.
5. Delete the .xml file. (optional, but will make file size smaller)
6. Zip the folder and send to a friend with Twilight.
7. They can now open the scene and hit render.
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SketchyPhysics Animations
SketchyPhysics is an awesome plugin for SketchUp that allows you to create scenes with physical, 'newtonian' behavior. This means you make wheels roll, 
blocks fall, walls break, and almost anything your imagination can come up with.

Using Twilight, it's easy to render great animations of your SketchyPhysics masterpieces. For those of you who are unfamiliar, here is a brief 'how to...'

First, you'll need SketchyPhysics installed. Follow the link above to find the latest.
Depending on your experience with SP, you may need to take some time to learn how to use it. There is a lot of functionality in there.
-but- 

If you just want to run a simple test, make sure the SketchyPhysics solids toolbar is showing.
• Add a solid floor
• Add a sphere
• Move the sphere above the surface of the floor
• Go ahead and hit the Play button, just to make sure it's working.

Once you have your SP scene setup, here's what you need to do:
Twilight renders animation using SketchUp's built in animation controls.
For this, you'll need multiple scenes to render any animation.  (It will work with a minimum of one scene and just entering number of seconds of SP animation.)

• Go ahead and add a scene if you haven't already.
• For a simple demonstration, add a second scene. If you want the camera view to be animated, move to a new location. If not, add it in the exact spot 

as the first scene.
• Tweak your SU animation settings to get the length of time you want. It's always recommended to set the Scene Delay to 0.

Open the Twilight Render window.
• Go to the Animation tab.

• Change the drop down from 'No Animation' to 'Has Animated Objects'
• Set your start time to 0, and your stop time to the end of your simulation, like 2 seconds if you only have 2 scenes, with no scene delay and 

the default transition time.
• Now set your Frame Rate.

• If you want to make sure you get your whole SP simulation, hit the SketchyPhysics play button, and watch the status bar. It will 
tell you how many frames have elapsed.

• Take that number, and divide by the number of seconds in your render (IE. 70 frames, 2 seconds, your frame rate is 35 frames 
per second).

• Now set your base image name. Twilight will create a sequence of images starting with that name, and appending numbers like 0001, 
0002 etc. Set the appropriate extension for the image type. The default is jpg.

• Now make sure the 'Allow SketchyPhysics to run' button is checked.

• Go to the Render Tab
• Under presets, select Express->Animation->Preview Object Animation
• If you want a better quality preset, you can choose one of the others, like Low+ Object Animation through High+ Object Animation.

Now hit the render button. Twilight will run through the animation, advancing SketchyPhysics by one frame for each rendered frame. When it's done, you can run 
your sequence through your favorite video maker and voila, a great animation!  You can set the starting number for SketchyPhysics frames in an animation to 
"fast-forward" or to resume previous animation render by choosing the “Starting SP Frame #”.

Some things to keep in mind:
• You must check the Use Sketchy Replay box in order to activate Sketchy Replay features.
• Do not attempt to interact with SketchUp while rendering an animation. Hitting any of the SketchyPhysics buttons while rendering, or attempting to 

manipulate the view will cause unstable results, and may crash SketchUp.
• You can cancel the animation render at any time by hitting the Cancel button in the render window.
• While using the interactive tonemapping features while rendering will work, it will only effect the currently rendered frame, so should be avoided.

When your render is complete, the SketchyPhysics objects will be reset to their original locations and Twilight will notify you that it is complete.
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That's all there is to it. It should take only minutes to set up Twilight for rendering a great looking animation using the awesome features of SketchyPhysics.
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Sky Portal: the Sky Portal Material is for use on models of interiors where they rely heavily, or are lit only using Sun and Sky.

The Sky Portal material is found in the Architectural_Twilight Material Library provided with the 
Twilight Render plugin installation.  Two additional Sky Portal materials can be downloaded in a 
special Material Library for Licensed Users from the Twilight Render Forum here.  One of the 
Sky Portal materials found there will allow you to gain the benefits of the Sky Portal while still 
allowing you to see the sky and objects outside of the window.

The Sun and Sky cast light rays onto your model in a random way.
If some of those rays make it through an opening and bounce around inside your model, they will light up your scene.

Low render settings are fast because they tell the lights not to cast a lot of light rays. Therefore they will not work well for your 
scene attempting to light an interior with light only coming from the Sun and Sky. Higher render settings are required, so that more rays 
are cast, and therefore, hopefully, more of these random light rays make it in through the openings into the interior of the model.

If only there were something that told the Sun and Sky exactly where the openings into the model were, and acted like a "door man" for 
the light rays saying "come on in here, guys"... that would be useful. 

A Sky Portal is just that.  It is a plane that covers any opening into an interior model and acts like the door man.
When working properly it will take ALL rays of light from the Sun and Sky and bring them thru the "Sky Portal"

• Make a face that completely covers the opening - the Front of the Face pointing IN towards the inside of the model.
• Pick any unused color in SketchUp's material pallette and paint the Front of the face of that Sky Portal Plane.
• Now in SketchUp's material editor rename the material something like "Sky Portal" 
• Now with Twilight's Material Tool apply the Sky Portal Material definition from the Library called "Sky Portal"
• Now when rendering with any method it will be working with all light info possible from only the Sun and Sky light outside.
• Easy09 would still be the render method of choice. 
• However, even if rendered with "Easy 02 - Low" you will get high quality lighting, considering how little light set up has been 

done.
• Rendering time will increase significantly for non-progressive render methods because of all the light bounces now being 

calculated, so start with the lowest render setting possible and work your way up when using Sky Portals. Conversely, render 
times for Easy09 or 10 may actually decrease...difficult to quantify this because of the view/scene dependancy.

Keys to Sky Portals: 

• Use the least number of surfaces possible... no curving surfaces!
• No light must be able to enter from the Sun and Sky into the model from any other way except through the Sky Portal.
• If 3 windows are on one wall, be sure to use a single plane to cover all 3 windows... the fewer portals the better/faster.
• Be sure the portal covers completely/intersects the window or opening... not a crack of light may enter the opening without first 

going through the portal.
• Be sure the face is pointing into the model... the direction you want the light to travel from the sun and sky to get into the model.
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Spherical Sky (Skies) Background

A Spherical Sky Background is an image that is made especially to be used for surrounding your model inside a seamless “sphere” that 
looks like a sky or like a sky and ground.  This image may be a High Dynamic Range image, or may only be a .jpg format.  Either way, it 
will contribute light to the rendering.  An HDR will contribute a lot more light than a .jpg format image.  Typically with HDR lighting, it is 
best to disable the sun.

Is there a way to know how the sky will look in the render, like a "preview"?
1. load sky via Sun & Sky Options Tab
2. go to the scene you want to preview
3. hide your model, (ctrl-A to select all then Edit>hide selected)
4. choose "Easy 08" render setting
5. Render.  If different rotation needed, Rotate Sky with Rotation Slider on Sun & Sky Options Tab as desired and re-render.

Themes for Twilight User Interface

Here are samples of the available themes and how they will appear on a system using 
Windows XP.  Change the theme using the Dialogs tab in The Twilight Options Dialog.

Two-Point Perspective (2-Point Perspective)

Two-Point Perspective is a camera mode in SketchUp that forces all 
verticals in a scene to be truly vertical.  When in any camera view in 
SketchUp activate Two-Point Perspective via the Camera>Two-
Point Perspective menu option.  

Twilight will only render the 
Two-Point Perspective if it has 
NOT been panned or 
otherwise manipulated after 
activating the feature from the 
SketchUp Camera Menu.
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Uninstall/Reinstall Twilight Render

Be sure you have your original license email if you are upgrading a version after v0.19. (your version number is in the Twilight Options 
dialog      ) The email contains the text you will need to paste in after reinstallation. 

1. Copy your Twilight Materials folder to a safe place as a backup. (just in case, this may be an unnecessary step... TWL likely will 
not uninstall any extra mat packs you installed yourself.)
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Google SketchUp 7\Plugins\Twilight\Materials"

2. find this file on your machine and double click it...
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Google SketchUp 7\Plugins\unins000.exe"

3. Uninstall should now be complete. Look in the Plugins folder and verify that the “Twilight” Folder has been completely deleted.
Now to verify the uninstall...

1. Find a file called "AppData\Twilight" on your computer:

This can be found on Windows Systems in a path something like : (you will need to enable the viewing of 
hidden folders in Window's Folder Options!)

• XP: C:\Documents and Settings\Customer\Application Data\Twilight\
• Vista: C:\Documents and Settings\User\Application Data\Twilight\
• or C:\Users\Username\AppData\Roaming\Twilight
• Windows 7: C:\Users\Your_name\AppData\Roaming\Twilight\

2. Delete that file if it's still there.

Reinstallation of Twilight Render:
1. Restart your machine 
2. Rename your SketchUp "Plugins" folder to "PluginsBAK" (C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Google SketchUp 7\PluginsBAK)
3. Create a new folder called "Plugins" (C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Google SketchUp 7\Plugins)
4. Download fresh/latest version of Twilight from http:\\www.TwilightRender.com
5. Run the .exe installation file. Make sure to allow it to install everything it asks to install. (including extra windows libraries)
6. Now Open SketchUp.
7. You should have only the basic SU tools PLUS the Twilight Toolbar should appear.
8. Open scene and try rendering. Verify there is no crashing. 
9. Work a while, make sure everything is working well.
10. open Windows Explorer.
11. copy the contents of the Plugins folder. (select all and CTRL-C)
12. now navigate to the PluginsBAK folder
13. now CTRL-V paste in all the new Twilight Plugin "stuff" into the PluginsBAK folder. (C:\Program Files (x86)\Google\Google 

SketchUp 7\PluginsBAK)  If it asks if you want to replace anything be sure to choose “Yes”.
14. If you can now see the new files are added to that folder, delete the folder called "Plugins". (...\Google SketchUp 7\Plugins)
15. RENAME the folder from "PluginsBAK" to be "Plugins" (...\Google SketchUp 7\PluginsBAK>Plugins)
16. Copy your Materials from your backup place wherever you saved them, and put them in the new fresh clean Materials folder 

found in Plugins\Twilight\Materials.
If you have the Organizer Script plugin... be sure to exclude TWILIGHT by adding it to the exclusion text file BEFORE OPENING SKETCHUP.

17. Close/Reopen SketchUp and Install the license via the Options Dialog in Twilight Render.
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Credits 

Twilight Render is built on the exceptional quality of the Kerkythea Echo 2008 Render Engine. 

Kerkythea has quietly been the render engine of choice for professionals, students, and hobbyists around the world for many years.  Now 
Twilight allows anyone using Google SketchUp, from the extreme novice to the hi-end professional rendering specialist easy access to 
the world-renowned Kerkythea from within Google SketchUp.  For questions regarding Kerkythea and its usage, please refer to the 
Kerkythea Website.

Contributing Artists 
Material Libraries are used and distributed with permission from their authors.  Claudio Pilustrelli, Patrick Nieborg, Alexandre Mur.  Thank 
you for your generosity and creativity!  For access to many more great material libraries that are compatible with Twilight Render,  please 
refer to the Kerkythea Website.

A special “thank you” goes to Ioannis Pantazopoulos, who has given so much rendering power and enjoyment so generously to so many 
people for so many years.

Special Thanks
A special thanks to Kim Frederik, Miguel Lescano Cornejo, and Pentti Lahdenperä for their steadfast selfless contribution to the 
Twilight Render community and the continued improvement and development of the Twilight Render Plugin for Google SketchUp.  Their 
knowledge, insight, and friendship is invaluable.
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